
Risk of fire or electric shock: Install 
this retrofit kit only in luminaries 
that have the construction features 
and dimensions shown in the 
photographs and/or drawings and 
where the input rating of the retrofit 
kit does not exceed the input rating of 
the luminaire. 

Risk of fire or electric shock: LED 
retrofit kit installation requires 
knowledge of luminaire systems. 
If not qualified, do not attempt 
installation. Contact a qualified 
electrician.

Risk of fire or electric shock: 
Luminaire wiring and electrical parts 
may be damaged when drilling for 
installation of LED retrofit kit. Check 
for enclosed wiring and components.

Risk of fire or electric shock: Do not 
interconnect output terminations.

To prevent wiring damage or 
abrasion, do not expose wiring to 
edges of sheet metal or other sharp 
objects.

Installation Guide
WARNINGS

Read all instructions and warnings before attempting installation

ALWAYS MAKE ABSOLUTELY SURE THE POWER IS OFF WHEN PERFORMING THE FIXTURE MODIFICATION. 
DURING INSTALLATION, POWER TO THE FIXTURE MUST BE DISCONNECTED AT ALL TIMES.

Only those holes indicated in the photographs and/or drawings may be made or altered as a result of kit 
installation. Do not leave any other open holes in an enclosure of wiring or electrical components.

ERG LIGHTING, A DIVISION OF ENDICOTT RESEARCH GROUP, INC., ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS 
ARISING OUT OF IMPROPER OR CARELESS HANDLING OR INSTALLATION OF THIS PRODUCT.

ADDITIONAL TOOLS NEEDED:

• Power drill (optional)
• Screw Driver
• Wire snips
• Safety Goggles
• Dust cloth

INSTALLER NOTES:

IMPORTANT: During installation, be careful not to touch the LEDs, at the risk of damaging them.

• Kit components should be verified prior to mounting to ensure that placement of parts reflect correct cable 
lengths. 

• Placement of Light Engine Sticks must be carefully determined prior to mounting, placing sticks in the middle of 
cells to allow maximum light output. 

• A set of labels with Part Number, Order Number and Date Code are included in the packaging and must be 
adhered to the luminaire in compliance with UL standards once installation is complete. 

• Installation requires application of the Luminaire Modification Label provided in your kit, as per UL. This label 
includes the statement: “This fixture has been modified and can no longer operate the originally intended 
lamp.” This label should be applied to the mounting surface of the troffer housing during installation (see FINISH 
INSTALLATION)



BEFORE INSTALLATION

1. Read all WARNINGS and INSTALLER NOTES before proceeding with retrofit.
2. Check your retrofit kit against PARTS LIST. 
3. Disconnect power to lighting fixture.
4. Remove latches and diffuser cover on existing fixture.
5. Remove ballast cover (if needed) and fluorescent tubes (Figure 1). 
6. Remove ballast (Figure 2). Keep screws for mounting driver. 
7. Cut the wiring at the lamp holders and disconnect ballast wires (Figure 3). 
8. Use cloth to clean surface of housing thoroughly. Be sure to remove all dust and grease (Figure 4).

Note: Be sure not to touch the LEDs on the Light Engine Sticks for risk of damaging them

Ballast Cover 

Ballast wires Ballast  

Ballast  

Cut wiring to lamp holders 
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INSTALL LED DRIVER(S):

1. Determine mounting location for driver in troffer housing for driver. Keep in mind the wire lengths and position 
of the Light Engine Sticks. Mark mounting holes.

2. Use a power drill or screw driver to secure driver to troffer housing with screws from removed ballast (Figure 5).

3. Connect driver AC (input) to AC (output) using supplied wire nuts supplied and Wiring Diagrams enclosed  
(Figure 6)

4. Re-install cover plate over LED driver if needed, making sure wires for Light Engine Sticks are properly routed 
(Figure 7). 
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INSTALL LIGHT ENGINE STICKS: IN-LINE

1. Refer to WIRING DIAGRAM for the lighting configuration you are installing. You will need to mount the Light 
Engine Sticks for that configuration.

2. Determine placement of Light Engine Sticks in troffer housing and mount through holes in Sticks using supplied 
self-tapping screws or magnets (Figure 8). Be careful not to over-tighten and damage Light Engine Stick.

Note: Be sure not to touch the LEDs on the Light Engine Sticks for risk of damaging them.

3. Refer to WIRING DIAGRAM and connect driver wires to Light Engine Sticks. Push each wire into connector 
until wire locks in. NOTE: Red wires connect to positive (+) and Blue wires connect to negative (-). There is no 
correlation for wires - any red wire and any blue wire may be used (Figure 9).

FINISH INSTALLATION:
4. Adhere the included Luminaire Modification Label to the troffer housing as required by UL (Figure 10). 

5. Re-install existing troffer lens. 
6. Re-connect power to unit.

This Luminaire has been 
modified and can no longer  
operate the originally 
intended lamp. 

Figure 8
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Figure 10



INSTALL LIGHT ENGINE STICKS: SIDE BY SIDE

1. Refer to WIRING DIAGRAM for the lighting configuration you are installing. You will need to mount the Light 
Engine Sticks for that configuration.

2. Determine placement of Light Engine Sticks in troffer housing and mount through holes in Sticks using supplied 
self-tapping screws or magnets (Figure 8). Be careful not to over-tighten and damage Light Engine Stick.

Note: Be sure not to touch the LEDs on the Light Engine Sticks for risk of damaging them.

3. Refer to WIRING DIAGRAM and connect driver wires to Light Engine Sticks. Push each wire into connector 
until wire locks in. NOTE: Red wires connect to positive (+) and Blue wires connect to negative (-). There is no 
correlation for wires - any red wire and any blue wire may be used (Figure 9).

FINISH INSTALLATION:
4. Adhere the included Luminaire Modification Label to the troffer housing as required by UL (Figure 10). 

5. Re-install existing troffer lens. 
6. Re-connect power to unit.

This Luminaire has been 
modified and can no longer  
operate the originally 
intended lamp. 
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WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 1’ x 4’ Troffer Housing

1. Using the four Terminal Connector boxes, tie the two sets of red and blue wires together and 
one jumper wire to each light stick (Figure  11):  Red (+); Blue (-)

NOTE: Drivers without dimming:

Tie the 0-10V dimming wires using wire nuts 
(Figure 12): Violet (Dim +); Grey (Dim -)

2. In a 1’x4’ fixture, the driver and wires may sit underneath a ballast cover (standard) or a cover 
plate. In this case, the Light Engine Sticks are mounted on top of cover plate. Run the wires to 
the sticks through the plate openings on each side of the fixture (Figure 13).

Connect jumpers to Light Sticks  

Terminal Connector 

Insert wires and jumper 
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Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    

AC in AC out - Live LED Driver 
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 1’ x 4’ Troffer Housing (2 Input)

E30W225-4D Dimmer



Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 1’ x 4’ Troffer Housing (4 Input)



WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 2’ x 2’ Troffer Housing

1. Using the four Terminal Connector boxes, tie the two sets of red and blue wires together and 
one jumper wire to each light stick (Figure  11):  Red (+); Blue (-)

NOTE: Drivers without dimming:

Tie the 0-10V dimming wires using wire nuts 
(Figure 12): Violet (Dim +); Grey (Dim -)

2. In 2’x2’ fixture, the driver and wires may sit underneath a ballast cover (standard) or a cover 
plate. In this case, Light Engine Sticks are mounted on top of the cover plate. Run the wires to 
the sticks through the plate openings on each side of the fixture (Figure 13). 
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 2’ Troffer Housing (4 Input)

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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E30W225-4D

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 2’ Troffer Housing (2 Input)
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WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 2’ x 2’ Troffer Housing (with 3 Light Engine Sticks)

1. Connect 3 RED and BLUE wires to the  Light Sticks (Figure 11): Red (+); Blue (-)

NOTE: Drivers without dimming:

Tie the 0-10V dimming wires using wire nuts 
(Figure 12): Violet (Dim +); Grey (Dim -)

2. In 2’x2’ fixture, the driver and wires may sit underneath a ballast cover (standard) or a cover 
plate. In this case, the Light Engine Sticks are mounted (2) on one side of cover plate and (1) 
on the other side. Run wires to the sticks through the plate opening on the end of the fixture 
(Figure 13). 
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 2’ Troffer Housing (with 3 Light Engine Sticks)

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 2’x4’ Troffer Housing

1. In 2’x4’ fixture, the driver and wires may sit underneath a ballast cover (standard) or a cover 
plate. In this case, the Light Engine Sticks are mounted on top of cover plate. Run the wires to 
the sticks through the plate openings on each side of the fixture (Figure 11)

NOTE: Drivers without dimming:

Tie the 0-10V dimming wires using wire nuts 
(Figure 12): Violet (Dim +); Grey (Dim -)
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 4’ Troffer Housing

E30W225-4D Dimmer

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 2’x4’ - 45” Troffer Housing

1. In 2’x4’ fixture, the driver and wires may sit underneath a ballast cover (standard) or a cover 
plate. In this case, the Light Engine Sticks are mounted on top of cover plate. Run the wires to 
the sticks through the plate openings on each side of the fixture (Figure 11)

NOTE: Drivers without dimming:

Tie the 0-10V dimming wires using wire nuts 
(Figure 12): Violet (Dim +); Grey (Dim -)
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E30W225-4D

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 4’ Troffer Housing (4 Input)
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 4’ - 45” Troffer Housing (2 Input)

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 4’ - 45” Troffer Housing (with 3 Light Engine Sticks)  
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WIRING DIAGRAM: 2’ x 4’ - 45” Troffer Housing (with 4 Light Engine Sticks)

E30W225-4D

Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Black (AC out -Live) to Black (ACL) 
 White (AC out - Neutral) to White (ACN)  
Tie (using wire nuts): 
 Green (AC out –Ground) to Green (EARTH)    
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